
TreeFinder: a First Step towards XML DataMiningAlexandre Termier, Marie-Christine Rousset, Mihèle Sebag{termier, mr, sebag}�lri.frLRI - CNRS UMR 8623, Université Paris-Sud, 91405 OrsayAbstrat. In this paper, we onsider the problem for searhing frequenttrees from a olletion of tree-strutured data modeling XML data. TheTreeF inder algorithm aims at �nding trees, suh that their exat orperturbed opies are frequent in a olletion of labelled trees. To opewith the omplexity issue, TreeF inder ombines a pre-proessing stepextrating andidate subsets of data with a propositional Frequent ItemSet algorithm, on one hand, and a generalization algorithm borrowedto Indutive Logi Programming on the other hand. This way, the ad-ditional omplexity due to the tree-strutured formalism only ours inthe �nal step, during the generation of the tree solutions.As a ounterpart, TreeF inder is orret but not omplete: it �nds asubset of the atually frequent trees. The default of ompleteness is ex-perimentally investigated on arti�ial medium size datasets; it is shownthat TreeF inder reahes ompleteness or falls short to it for a range ofexperimental settings.1 IntrodutionDisovery of frequent patterns in large data olletions has been investigated ina variety of settings. The simplest setting, whih has been extensively studied,omes from the market basket analysis. It onsists in disovering frequent itemsets from databases storing ustomers transations. The databases involved inthese appliations are very large and an intensive work has been done for design-ing fast algorithms for disovering frequent item sets [AS94,Toi96,HGN00℄. Thosealgorithms handle boolean data. This work has been extended to the searh offrequent sequential patterns from series of transations [AS95,SA96,MHV97℄,and of frequent relational queries from relational databases [DT01℄.In this paper, we onsider the problem for searhing frequent trees from aolletion of tree-strutured data modeling XML data. We present a methodthat automatially extrats from a olletion of labelled trees a set of frequenttrees ourring as ommon (exat or approximate) trees embedded in a su�ientnumber of trees of the olletion. By onstrution, this method provides (i) alustering of the input trees, and (ii) a haraterization of eah luster by a setof frequent trees. The important point is that we are not looking for an exatembedding but for trees that may be approximately embedded in several input



2trees. An approximate tree inlusion preserves the anestor relation but not ne-essarily the parent relation. This point distinguishes our work from existing workon DTD inferene [PV00℄. This hoie is motivated by the need for robustnessregarding the possible variations in the label nesting of XML douments whihwe still want to be reognized as having a similar tree struture.The main motivating appliation of this work is the onstrution of a tree-based mediated shema for integrating multiple and heterogeneous soures ofXML data. A data integration system enables users to pose queries througha mediated shema, thus freeing them from having to interrogate eah soureseparately, and to deal with the heterogeneity of their shema. For example,Xyleme [Xyl,Xyl01,ACV+00℄ is a huge warehouse integrating XML data of theWeb. In Xyleme, the mediated shema is a set of labelled trees (alled abstrattrees). Eah abstrat tree is related to a given domain (e.g., ulture, tourism),and is an abstrat merger of the onrete trees modeling the tree-struture ofthe atual XML douments relative to that domain. The abstrat trees are thesupport of a visual query interfae tool, based on forms, intended to be used byend-users. Today, the abstrat trees in the mediated shema in Xyleme are builtmanually. To sale up to the Web, the hallenge is to build them as automatiallyas possible.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we start with a motivatingexample. In setion 3, we desribe the formal bakground of our approah. InSetion 4, we desribe our two-step method for disovering frequent trees, whihhas been implemented in the TreeF inder system. In Setion 5, we report pre-liminary experimental results on medium-size arti�ial data. Finally, in Setion6 we ompare our approah with related work and we draw some onlusionsand perspetives in Setion 7.2 Motivating exampleFig. 1 is an illustration of heterogeneous XML data strutures with variousnesting of the labels.The nesting of the Title node di�ers in trees D3 and D4. Similarly, the nodelabelled with Model is the diret son of the node labelled with UsedCar in D1,while there is a node in between the orresponding nodes in D2.Despite the variation in the struture, we want to group together:- D1, D2 and D02, beause the same tree P1 (Fig. 2 (a)) is (exatly or ap-proximately) inluded in D1, D2 and D02,- D3 and D4, beause they have in ommon the tree P2 (Fig. 2 (b)), even ifthe embedding in D3 and D4 is approximate.The two trees P1 and P2 of Fig. 2 are the frequent trees orresponding tothe input trees of Fig. 1: they are ommon to several di�erent trees in the inputolletion.



3DealerUsedCarModel Year Prie NewCarModel Prie NetAdsUsedCarTypeModel GeneralInfoPrie Year
UsedCarModelYear Prie(a) D1 (b) D2 (e) D02BookRefsTitle AuthorPrie BookListAuthor Title() D3 (d) D4Fig. 1. Various tree-struturesUsedCarModel Year Prie BookAuthor Title(a) P1 (b) P2Fig. 2. Frequent trees3 Formal bakgroundIn this setion, we introdue an elementary tree model for XML data struture.We further introdue the formal de�nitions of tree inlusion, (maximal) ommontrees and frequent trees.3.1 Modeling XML Data StrutureWe model an XML data struture (e.g., a DTD) as a labelled tree. We ignoreID-referenes and hyperlinks. Eah node d has a label, written as label(d). We donot distinguish between elements and attributes. They are all mapped to nodesusing the element or the attribute name as label. We do not onsider semantiheterogeneity of attribute and element names. We assume that all element orattribute names modeling the same real world onept also arry the same label.This an be ahieved by a preproessing funtion mapping element names that



4are synonymous to a ommon label. We also ignore the possible problems ofpolysemy (a same label denoting di�erent onepts).De�nition 1 (Labelled trees). A labelled tree is a pair ht; labeli where (i)t is a �nite tree whose nodes are in N , (ii) label is a labeling funtion thatassigns a label to eah node in t.The labels play the role of the begin-end tag in XML data models. We usethe urrent terminology about trees: root, hildren, desendant, leaf, subtree,et. We also use some funtional notations suh as: root(t) returns the root nodeof the tree t, hildren(u) (resp. des(u), an(u)) returns the set of nodes thatare hildren (resp. desendants, anestors) of node u, and label(t) returns theset of labels of the nodes of the tree t.Note that within a given tree, two di�erent nodes may have the same label.We onsider that we are given a olletion of labelled trees that onstitutethe input set of trees to whih our method applies for disovering frequent trees.3.2 Tree inlusionWe onsider three variations of the notion of tree inlusion. The most restritedde�nition is that of subtree inlusion.De�nition 2 (Subtree inlusion).Let t and t0 be two labelled trees. We say that t is inluded as a subtree in t0i� there exists a subtree of t0 whih is idential with t.The subtree inlusion problem has been extensively studied (e.g., [RR92℄)and is solvable in linear time. For instane, tree P1 (Fig. 2 (a)) is inluded as asubtree in tree D1 (Fig. 1 (a)), but it is not in tree D2 (Fig. 1 (b)).However, as pointed out in the introdution, our aim is to �nd frequent treepatterns in a set of trees. The above de�nition is too restrited sine one wouldtypially like tree P1 to be onsidered as present in D2.Therefore a relaxed inlusion de�nition, �rst proposed by [Kil92℄, based on aninjetive mapping termed tree embedding and preserving the labels and anestorrelation in the trees, is onsidered.De�nition 3 (Inlusion by tree embedding).Let t and t0 be two labelled trees. We say that t is inluded by embedding int0 if there exists a mapping f from the nodes of t into the set of nodes of t0 suhthat f is injetive and f stritly preserves the anestor relation:8 u in t; label(u) = label(f(u)) and 8 u; v in t an(u; v)() an(f(u); f(v))Example. Aording to that de�nition, tree P1 (Fig. 2) is inluded in D2 andD1 (Fig. 1), but is not inluded in D02 (Fig. 1): there exists no anestor relationbetween nodes Model and Year or Prie in P1, while there exists one in D02.A weaker order relation termed tree subsumption, is then de�ned on trees byrelaxing the inlusion de�nition above.



5De�nition 4 (Inlusion by tree subsumption).Let t and t0 be two labelled trees. We say that t is inluded by tree subsump-tion in t0 if there exists a mapping f from the nodes of t into the set of nodesof t0 suh that f preserves the anestor relation:8 u in t; label(u) = label(f(u)) and 8 u; v in t; an(u; v) =) an(f(u); f(v))The advantage of the above de�nition is the following: if we hoose to rep-resent labelled trees as relational formulas ([Llo87℄), then tree subsumption isequivalent to the �-subsumption relation de�ned by ([Plo70℄). Let us �rst de-sribe how labelled trees an be put in relational form.3.3 Relational representation of labelled trees.The relational representation that we onsider for a labelled tree is a onjuntionof atoms noted Rel(t), desribing the parent relation over the set of nodes of t.We also introdue another relational representation noted Rel+(t), desribingthe transitive losure of the parent relation, i.e. the anestor relation.De�nition 5 (Relational desription of labelled trees). Let t be a labelledtree. Rel(t) is the onjuntion of all atoms ab(u; v), suh that u and v are nodesin t, with label(u) = a, label(v) = b and u is the parent node of v.Rel+(t) is the onjuntion of atoms a*b(u; v), suh that u and v are nodes in t,with label(u) = a, label(v) = b and u is an anestor node of v.Fig. 3 illustrates the two enoding funtions Rel and Rel+ for two labelledtrees.Let us reall the de�nition of the �-subsumption.De�nition 6 (�-subsumption). Let C and C0 be two �rst order logi formulas.We say that C �-subsumes C0 if there exists a mapping � from the variables in Conto the variables and onstants in C0 suh that every atom in C� appears in C0.The following proposition states the equivalene between inlusion by treesubsumption (De�nition 4) and �-subsumption.Proposition 1. Let t and t0 be two labelled trees. Then:t is inluded by tree subsumption in t0 i� Rel�(t) �-subsumes Rel�(t0)The advantage of this relational representation is that, though �-subsumptiontest is NP omplete, e�ient implementations have been proposed [MS01℄.3.4 Common trees and frequent trees.The following de�nition formally de�nes the notion of maximal (aording totree inlusion) tree ommon to several trees. It relies on, and thus depends on,the de�nition of tree inlusion that is onsidered.



6

Ti Rel(Ti) Rel+(Ti)U1/aU2/b U3/aU4/U5/d
ab(U1; U2)aa(U1; U3)a(U3; U4)d(U4; U5) a*b(U1; U2)a*a(U1; U3)a*(U1; U4)a*d(U1; U5)a*(U3; U4)a*d(U3; U5)*d(U4; U5)

U 01/aU 02/fU 04/b U 03/U 05/d U 06/e
af(U 01; U 02)a(U 01; U 03)fb(U 02; U 04)d(U 03; U 05)e(U 03; U 06)

a*f(U 01; U 02)a*(U 01; U 03)a*b(U 01; U 04)a*d(U 01; U 05)a*e(U 01; U 05)f*b(U 02; U 04)*d(U 03; U 05)*e(U 03; U 06)Fig. 3. Two example trees T1 and T2, and their relational enoding



7De�nition 7 (Maximal ommon tree). Let t; t1; :::; tn be labelled trees. Wesay that t is a maximal ommon tree of t1; :::; tn i� :� 8i 2 [1::n℄ t is inluded in ti� t is maximal for the previous property, i.e. if there is a labelled tree t0 suh ast is inluded in t0 and 8i 2 [1::n℄ t0 is inluded in ti then t0 is identialto t.For instane, tree P1 (Fig. 2) is a maximal ommon tree of D1, D2 and D02(Fig. 1) w.r.t. tree subsumption (De�nition 4), but not w.r.t. subtree inlusionand inlusion by embedding (De�nitions 2 and 3).Let us now de�ne the notion of frequent tree.De�nition 8 (Frequent tree). Let T be a set of labelled trees, and let t be alabelled tree. Let " be a real number in [0; 1℄.We say that t is a "-frequent tree of T i�:- there exists l subtrees ft1; :::; tlg in T suh that t is maximal ommon treeof ft1; :::; tlg.- l is greater or equal to ":jT j.The support set of t in T is the set of all trees ti suh that t is inluded in ti.For instane aording to De�nition 4 (but not to De�nitions 3 and 2), thetwo trees P1 and P2 (Fig. 2) are the 0:4-frequent trees w.r.t. the set of the treesD1, D2, D02, D3 and D4 (Fig. 1).Let F" denote the set of all "-frequent trees w.r.t. a set of trees T ; due tomonotoniity, " > "0 =) F" � F"0Maximal "-frequent trees are de�ned as the maximal elements (for tree in-lusion) in F".4 Overview of the TreeFinder systemLet T = ft1; t2; : : : ; tng be a set of labelled trees, let " be a frequeny threshold.The TreeF inder method for disovering "-frequent trees in T is a two-step algo-rithm. The �rst step is desribed in Setion 4.1. It is a lustering step that groupsinput trees in whih same pairs of labels our together frequently enough in theanestor relation. This is realized by applying a standard algorithm omputingfrequent item sets (e.g., Apriori [AS94℄) to an appropriate abstration of theinput trees. The seond step is desribed in Setion 4.2. It is a tree onstrutionstep based on the omputation of maximal trees that are ommon to all thetrees of eah luster. In Setion 4.3, the trees that are returned as output of thistwo-step algorithm are formally haraterized w.r.t. to its input.



84.1 Clustering guided by o-ourene of labels pairsInput: An abstration of the input T = ft1; t2; : : : ; tng, where eah ti is viewedas a transation made of all the items l*m suh that l is the label of an anestorof a node labelled by m in ti. Eah item l*m has a unique identi�er. Let I bethe set of those identi�ers.For example, the input transations orresponding to trees of Fig. 1 are:D1 = { Dealer*UsedCar, Dealer*NewCar, UsedCar*Model, UsedCar*Year,UsedCar*Prie, NewCar*Model, NewCar*Prie, Dealer*Model,Dealer*Year, Dealer*Prie}D2 = { NetAds*UsedCar, UsedCar*Type, UsedCar*Model, UsedCar*GeneralInfo,GeneralInfo*Prie, GeneralInfo*Year, UsedCar*Prie, UsedCar*Year,NetAds*Model, NetAds*Prie, NetAds*Year }D02 = { UsedCar*Model, Model*Year, Model*Prie, UsedCar*Year,UsedCar*Prie }D3 = { Book*Refs, Book*Prie, Refs*Title, Refs*Author, Book*Title, Book*Author}D4 = {Book*List, Book*Title, List*Author, Book*Author }This splitting of the trees in separate items orresponding to pairs of labelsbreaks the tree struture but makes possible the use of a standard frequent itemsets algorithm for disovering frequent label pairs in the input trees. The o-ourrene of same pairs of labels is onsidered as semantially signi�ant if itours frequently in the input data.Clustering method: Many algorithms have been developped to omputefrequent item sets. So far, our implementation uses the simplest one: Apriori[AS94℄. We apply the Apriori algorithm to the set of transations T over theitems I identifying the pairs of labels, with the frequeny threshold (a.k.a min-imum support) set to ".Output: the support sets of the largest frequent item sets returned by theApriori algorithm. The support set of an item set s � I, denoted support(s), isthe subset of T made of all the transations inluding s. A frequent item set isa subset of I the support set of whih has a size greater than ":jT j.For instane, the largest frequent item sets returned by the Apriori al-gorithm applied with the frequeny threshold 0:4 to the set of transationsfD1; D2; D02; D3; D4g , given previously and abstrating the trees of Fig. 1 are:s1 = {UsedCar*Model, UsedCar*Year, UsedCar*Prie}s2 = {Book*Prie, Book*Title, Book*Author}The orresponding support sets, that are thus returned as output lusters, are:support(s1) = fD1; D2; D02gsupport(s2) = fD3; D4g.4.2 Computation of maximal ommon treesInput: This step takes as input the output of the previous lustering step, andomputes for eah luster the maximal trees that are ommon to (i.e. inluded



9in) all the trees of the luster From now on, the tree inlusion we onsider is thesubsumption-inlusion (De�nition 4).Method: For eah luster fti1 ; ti2 ; : : : ; ting, we ompute the least generalgeneralization [Plo70℄ LGG(Rel+(t1); :::; Rel+(tn)) of the relational formulas en-oding the trees.The least general generalization of two relational formulasRel(f1) andRel(f2)is the most spei� formula whih �-subsumes Rel(f1) and Rel(f2). From [Plo70℄it is shown that the least general generalization of two onjuntive formulas withno funtion symbol is unique (up to variable renaming).In the example of Fig. 3 :LGG(Rel+(T1); Rel+(T2))= a*b(U1; U2)^a*(U1; U3)^a*d(U1; U4)^*d(U3; U4).Output: the set of trees resulting from the tree deoding of the least generalgeneralizers of the relational formulas enoding the trees for eah luster.The subtle point is that from LGG(Rel+(t1); :::; Rel+(tn)), whih is a on-juntion of atoms of the form l*m(Ui; Uj), modeling the anestor relation, we anreonstrut the atoms de�ning the underlying parent relation. This results fromthe fat that, beause of the tree struture of the inputs t1, ..., tn, the impliitparent relation p whose transitive losure leads to LGG(Rel+(t1); :::; Rel+(tn))has neessarily a forest struture, and the orresponding expliit anestor rela-tion has a dag struture. It is the appliation of a traversal of that dag struturein a topologial order that makes possible to reonstrut the parent relationfrom the anestor relation whih is stated in LGG(Rel+(t1); :::; Rel+(tn)). Letstar�1(LGG(Rel+(t1); :::; Rel+(tn))) be the resulting onjuntion of atoms ofthe form lm(Ui; Uj).In the example of Fig. 3 :star�1(LGG(Rel�(T1); Rel�(T2))) = ab(U1; U2) ^ a(U1; U3) ^ d(U3; U4).Fig. 4 illustrates the relational least general generalizer orresponding to ourexample and its tree deoding.LGG star�1a*b(U1; U2)a*(U1; U3)a*d(U1; U4)*d(U3; U4) ab(U1; U2)a(U1; U3)d(U3; U4)Rel�1(star�1(LGG(Rel+(T1); Rel+(T2))))U1/aU2/b U3/U4/dFig. 4. Relational LGG and its tree deoding



104.3 Formal haraterization of the TreeFinder resultsThe following proposition states that the results produed by TreeF inder areorret. We also provide a su�ient ondition for these results to be omplete,i.e. to inlude all the maximal frequent trees present in the input trees.Proposition 2. Let T be a set of labelled trees, let " be a frequeny threshold,let ft1; ft2; : : : ; ftn be the trees obtained as output of the two-step TreeF indermethod applied to T :- orretness: ft1; ft2; : : : ; ftn are "-frequent trees for T .- su�ient ondition for ompleteness: If T is suh that the trees inthe support of eah maximal "-frequent trees have no label pair in ommon withtrees out of the support, then ft1; ft2; : : : ; ftn are exatly the maximal "-frequenttrees of T .The following example shows that TreeF inder is not guaranteed to �nd themaximal "-frequent trees in the general ase.Fig. 5 illustrates a ase where TreeF inder applied with a frequeny thresholdof 0:5 would �nd a single big luster made of all the input trees (orresponding tothe maximal item set {a*b, a*}, whih appears in fat in all the transations).The result returned by TreeF inder would then be the two trees ft1; ft2 reduedto one edge eah, whih are ommon to all the input trees: they are 1:0-frequenttrees and thus a fortiori 0:5-frequent trees. However, TreeF inder does not �ndthe unique 0:5-frequent tree whose root is labelled by a and has two hildrenlabelled by b and  respetively.ab  eab a fab a agb D1 D2 D3 D4Input trees of TreeF inder, threshold = 0.5ab Support set :fD1; D2; D3; D4g a Support set :fD1; D2; D3; D4g ab  Support set :fD1; D4gOutput of TreeF inder : two 1:0-frequent trees 0:5-frequent tree missed by TreeF inderFig. 5.This example is illustrative of the fat that TreeF inder an fail to �nd all the"-frequent trees in the data. We estimate this loss of ompleteness by omparison



11with the ideal algorithm, whih we will refer to as AprioriT ree. AprioriT ree isan extension of the levelwise algorithm Apriori to tree strutures:� Find the trees of size 1 (trees with one edge) that are ommon to more than"� (number of input trees) input trees.� i := 1� While there exists frequent trees of size i:� generate andidate frequent trees of size i+ 1 from the frequent treesof size i and those of size 1,� test the inlusion of those andidate frequent trees in the input trees inorder to selet those andidate frequent trees that are atually frequent.� i := i+ 1AprioriT ree is a naive method whih is not tratable in pratie beauselearly, it hardly sales up: �rst of all, the test step intensively relies on treesubsumption, whih is NP omplete. Furthermore, the number of andidate treesonstruted from a frequent i-edge tree grows like i�e, where e is the number offrequent edges; in ontrast, the number of andidates onstruted from a frequenti-item set is e� i, where e is the number of frequent items.We have implemented TreeF inder in C++, and its experimental validationis detailed in the next setion.5 Experimental resultsThis setion �rst details the experiment goals and the experimental setting usedfor the empirial validation of TreeF inder. The results obtained are then re-ported and disussed with regard to omputational ost (setion 5.3) and fre-quent tree quality (setion 5.4).5.1 Experiment goalsA key riterion for data mining algorithms onerns their robustness and salabil-ity w.r.t. the harateristis of input data [AS94℄. Therefore, the omputationalost of TreeF inder w.r.t. the number and size of input trees will be investigatedin setion 5.3.Another riterion regards the quality of the results provided by TreeF inder.Let us onsider as baseline algorithm AprioriT ree.Proposition 2 has given su�ient onditions for TreeF inder to �nd ex-atly the same frequent trees as AprioriT ree. In the general ase however,TreeF inder will miss some frequent trees as illustrated in Fig. 5.The seond experiment goal will thus be to estimate the perentage of fre-quent frequent trees missed by TreeF inder, ompared to the baseline algorithm.This perentage, termed loss fator, will be investigated experimentally in setion5.4.All experiments onsider arti�ial medium-size datasets, aording to thefollowing experimental setting.



125.2 Experimental settingAs mentioned in the introdution, the mining of XML data raises two majordi�ulties. The �rst one, not onsidered in the present paper, regards the po-tential synonymy and polysemy of tags. The seond di�ulty, takled in thepaper, onerns the tree-struture of the XML data.As a preliminary investigation, we thus onsider arti�ial XML data, gener-ated from known target frequent trees using a randomized tree-struture gener-ator. This generator1 proeeds as follows:� A set of target frequent trees P = fP1; : : : PKg is given by the user.� A set of external labels L is de�ned, disjoint (unless otherwise spei�ed)from the labels involved in the target frequent trees. The size L of L is auser-supplied parameter of the generator.� Eah tree-doument is reursively generated. Let u be the top node in thenode list (initialized at the root node). Two options are onsidered: withprobability p, a (perturbed) opy of one target frequent tree is inserted atnode u (see below the target frequent tree insertion). Otherwise (with prob-ability 1� p), the number of son nodes for the urrent node u is uniformlyseleted in [0::B℄, where B is the maximum branhing fator; the label forthe urrent node u is seleted with uniform probability in L; u is removedfrom the node list, and its son nodes are added to the node list.� The insertion of a target frequent tree P , uniformly seleted in P , proeedsby opying at node u a perturbed opy of P . A numberm of additional nodesis randomly seleted in [0; Æ℄, where Æ is the perturbation parameter. Thesenodes are randomly inserted in the target frequent tree, and their labels arerandomly seleted in L.The parameters of the arti�ial tree generator are summarized in Table 1.K number of target frequent treesL number of external labelsp probability of inluding a target frequent tree in eah nodeÆ maximal number of nodes added to perturbate a target frequent treeB maximal branhing fatorD maximal tree depthTable 1. Parameters of the arti�ial tree-struture generatorDue to the stohasti generation of the datasets, the reported results areobtained by averaging the results obtained for ten independent runs (launhedwith same parameter values and distint random seeds).1 The generator is available at http://www.lri.fr/�termier/generator.tgz.



135.3 Empirial study of omputational ostVarious experiments onsider up to 10,000 arti�ial tree-strutured douments,generated with the following parameters:� The set of target frequent trees is displayed in Fig. 6.� The total number of labels is set to 100. With no loss of generality, labels 1to 13 denote the labels involved in the target frequent trees, and L is madeof all labels 14 : : : 100. In these tests, the labels of the target frequent treesare not disjoint from the external labels, so L = 100.� The probability p of inluding a target frequent tree at eah node is set to0:2� The maximal number Æ of perturbations is set to 25.� The maximal branhing fator is set to 5.� The maximal tree depth is set to 312 3 45 6 7 8 91013 11 12(a) P1 (b) P2 () P3Fig. 6. Target frequent treesA �rst series of results, obtained with the frequeny threshold 0:05 is dis-played on Fig. 7.The average omputational omplexity (Fig. 7 a) is dominated by the leastgeneral generalization (LGG) omputational omplexity. The LGG thus is thelimiting fator; no results ould be obtained for a number of trees greater than8,000 due to memory saturation.Similar results are obtained by varying the average tree size. For these testsparameter p was set to 1:0, so trees were just perturbated target frequent trees,and we varied the value of Æ. Atually, the FIS step only depends on the numberof edges in the target frequent trees. But the supports of frequent edge sets arelarge, whih implies that LGG onsiders many trees (Fig. 7 b).Again, it an be seen that the limiting omplexity fator is the LGG step.5.4 Empirial study of TreeF inder loss fatorThe empirial study investigates the loss fator, measuring the perentage of�true� frequent trees missed by TreeF inder.
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a) Varying tree number, random tree size

b) Varying tree size, 1000 treesFig. 7. Salability tests results



15As noted earlier (Proposition 2), the loss fator is zero when the target fre-quent trees do not overlap. The empirial study therefore onsiders �ve sets oftarget frequent trees, with inreasing overlapping edges. Pratially, �ve series ofexperiments are launhed, orresponding to the �ve sets of four target frequenttrees displayed in Fig. 8.� overlap0 orresponds to the baseline ase, with no overlap.� overlap1 involves a small overlap (P1 and P2 share edge 1� 3); the overlap-ping rate, de�ned as the average perentage of edges that a target frequenttree shares with another target frequent tree, is 25%.� overlap2 involves a medium overlap (P1 and P2 share edge 1� 3; P2 and P3share edge 1� 4); similarly the overlapping rate is 50%,� overlap3 involves a moderate overlap (P1 and P2 share edge 1�3; P2 and P3share edge 1� 4; P3 and P4 share edge 1� 5); the overlapping rate is 75%.� overlap4 involves a large overlap (P1 and P2 share edge 1 � 3; P2 and P3share edge 1� 4; P3 and P4 share edge 1� 5; P4 and P1 share edge 1� 2);the overlapping rate is 100%.Overlap P1 P2 P3 P4overlap0 : 12 3 45 6 78 9 1011 12overlap1 : 12 3 13 4 56 7 89 10overlap2 : 12 3 13 4 14 5 67 8overlap3 : 12 3 13 4 14 5 15 6overlap4 : 12 3 13 4 14 5 15 2Fig. 8. Set of target trees with inreasing overlapThe other generator parameters are set as follows:� The number L of external labels is set to 50.



16� The probability p of inluding a target frequent tree at eah node is set to0:4.TreeF inder is run with frequeny threshold " varying in 0:2; 0:1; 0:05.Fig. 9 displays the loss fator for eah frequeny threshold " and for eaholletion of target frequent trees.The loss fator has been omputed as follows. Ideally, it measures the per-entage of frequent trees that would return AprioriT ree, whih are missed byTreeF inder. However, beause of the inherent omplexity of AprioriT ree, thefrequent trees ouring in the atual tree datasets annot be extrated with rea-sonable omplexity. The number of suh frequent trees is therefore approximatedduring the generation step.Pratially, for a tree t, let Q(t) be the set of target frequent trees Pi suhthat t inludes (at least) one ourene of Pi; Q(t) an easily be determinedsine no destrutive perturbations of target frequent trees are onsidered in thegenerator.For eah suh set of target frequent trees Q (with Q inluded in the set oftarget frequent trees overlapi at hand), one might thus determine its support inthe generated input trees; if its support inludes more than 100:"% of the inputdata, Q is a frequent tree.The number of suh frequent trees is taken as a lower bound on the numberof atually frequent trees. For eah frequeny threshold " and set of frequenttrees overlapi, the loss fator is de�ned as:Loss("; overlapi) = 1� TF ("; overlapi)AT ("; overlapi)where TF ("; overlapi) denotes the (median) number of frequent trees atuallyprodued by TreeF inder over 10 datasets independently generated aording tothe target frequent tree set overlapi, and AT ("; overlapi) likewise is the lowerbound on the number of atually frequent trees, de�ned as above. The loss fatorso-omputed thus orresponds to a pessimisti estimate.As expeted from Proposition 2, the loss fator is zero for non-overlappingtarget frequent trees (Fig. 9). Two types of behavior are observed depending onthe frequeny threshold.For a small frequeny threshold (" = 0:05), the loss fator degrades graefullyas the overlapping rate inreases from small to moderate; the loss is around 20%for an overlapping rate of 75%.For a larger frequeny threshold (" = 0:1), the loss fator remains zero untilthe overlapping rate beomes atually heavy (all target frequent trees share oneedge with another target frequent tree); then the loss fator abruptly rises up toalmost 80%. One interpretation for this fat is the following. As the overlappingrate inreases from overlap3 to overlap4, a disontinuity ours: all edges beomeequally frequent; this entails that the edge sets an no longer be �ltered out basedon the frequeny threshold (TF (" = 0:1; overlap4) � TF (" = 0:05; overlap3)).In the meanwhile, the number of frequent trees dereases as " inreases due to



17monotoniity (AT (" = 0:1; overlap4) < AT (" = 0:05; overlap4), whih explainswhy the loss fator is worse for " = 0:1 than for " = 0:05 in the ase of overlap4.This e�et an be likened to the example ase illustrated on Fig. 5: the moreoverlap between the target frequent trees, the larger the support of any set offrequent edges, the more general the frequent trees extrated through LGG fromtheir support, and the more likely spei� trees are missed by TreeF inder.It must be noted that for an even larger frequeny threshold (" = 0:2) theloss fator remains 0 in all the experiments.

Fig. 9. Sensitivity analysis: TreeF inder Loss fator for " = 0:05, 0:1 and 0:2 dependingon the overlapping rate between target frequent trees6 Related WorkThe extration of frequent patterns from strutured or semi-strutured datahas attrated muh interest reently, as more and more appliation domainsinvolve strutured (e.g. bio-informatis, hemistry [DT01℄) or semi-strutured(text, Web pages [MSU+01℄) data. The earliest work aiming at omplex frequentpatterns to our best knowledge is [CH94℄, whih gradually abstrats frequentsubstrutures from graphs using an MDL riterion. The major di�erene withour approah is twofold. On the one hand, TreeF inder takes advantage of thetree struture being simpler than that of graphs; typially, TreeF inder wouldnot extend to handle graph data, for the transitive losure of graphs will onlydeliver oarse information (onnex omponents) in the general ase. On the otherhand, [CH94℄ an only onsider frequent substrutures in the graph whih aremade of edges; if it were applied on trees (trees being a partiular ase of graphs)it ould only disover frequent trees in the sense of subtree inlusion (De�nition



182). Same remarks apply for more reent works onerned with graph mining,AGM (Apriori-based Graph Mining) [IWM00℄ and FREQT (Frequent Trees)[AAK+02℄.Another work aiming at frequent strutured patterns isWarmr [DT01℄, tak-ling First Order Logi expressions. Again the main di�erene is thatWarmr isdesigned for full-�eshed First Order Logi data, while TreeF inder takes advan-tage of the omparative simpliity of trees. Admittedly, TreeF inder as well asWarmr annot sale up beyond ertain limits; but the omputational explosionshould be delayed in TreeF inder ompared to Warmr, for the test step (the�-subsumption ost) is less expensive.The losest work to ours is presented by [Zak01℄, whih proposes two algo-rithms, TreeMinerH and TreeMinerV , for mining frequent trees in a forest(set of trees). Interestingly, these two algorithms also rely on subsumption in-lusion. They propose a smart tree representation based on string enoding, tofailitate the andidate heking (subsumption test) step. The main di�erenewith TreeF inder is that TreeF inder omputes an approximation of the resultto ensure better salability. The approximated result is a set of frequent treesguaranteed to subsume the atual frequent trees of the input.Note that the disovery of ommon tree strutures has been takled fromanother perspetive, that of DTD inferene. For instane, [PV00℄ studies theautomati inferene of a unique DTD (tree grammar) from a set of XML data(labelled trees). The problem onsidered in this work is di�erent from ours sinethe expeted output tree strutures must satisfy a subtree inlusion and noapproximation is allowed.Likewise, approximate tree mathing has been onsidered in the perspetiveof answering XML queries (e.g.,[SN00,DR01,AYCS02℄). [SN00℄ is based on treeembedding, the others use relaxation operators, some of whih (e.g. node dele-tion) orrespond to tree embedding, some others (e.g. node unfolding [DR01℄)do not.7 Disussion and PerspetivesExtending a previous work [TRS02℄, this paper presents the TreeF inder al-gorithm, onerned with the disovery of frequent trees w.r.t. a set of trees.Contrasting with [AAK+02℄, TreeF inder uses a relaxed inlusion test whihallows for deteting trees whih are not present verbatim in the data. Therefore,TreeF inder ahieves a more �exible and robust tree-mining and an detet treesthat ould not be disovered using a strit subtree inlusion.The main limitation of TreeF inder is to be an approximate miner; in thegeneral ase, it is only guaranteed to �nd a subset of the atual frequent trees. Itsperformanes were empirially validated on arti�ial medium-size data, demon-strating that it reahes ompleteness (or falls short to it) in a range of problems.The distintive feature of TreeF inder is to involve a preliminary proessbased on a �at boolean representation of the trees, oding the presene or ab-sene of all possible label pairs (anestor relations) in eah tree. This way, stan-
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